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Introducing
BUTTERFLY SKY

9668 Marine Blue on Cotton Canvas Linen



Item Shown: Jack's Jungle 5332 Zephyr On White Manila Hemp
Designer: Lisa Henderson Interiors
Photographer: Emery Davis

Item Shown: Jack's Jungle 5332 Zephyr On White Manila Hemp
Designer: Lisa Henderson Interiors
Photographer: Emery Davis



Even the smallest rooms become 

cozy jewel boxes when wrapped in 

wallcovering. And when it comes to 

decorating the fifth wall (the ceiling!) 

there are no rules. Make a statement 

with a bold pattern or add glamour 

with gold. Let’s get creative!

(A) 7055 Flight in Blue Heron, Mora Design Inc, Laura Hull (B) 5941 Streamlined in Vintage Pearl, Annie Liddle Design, Dustin Halleck (C) 5463 Palazzo in Mahogany Way and 5533 Soho Hemp in Chrome Tower, Emily Moss Designs, 
Native House Photography (D) 8704 Vinyl Vibrations in Starry Night, William Lyon Designs, Julia D'Agostino

A
B

C D

CREATIVE WAYS TO MAKE A WOW
SPECTACULAR SURFACES 

“CEILINGS, 
WALLS 
AND 
DOORS – 
COVER IT 
ALL!” EDDIE LEE, 

PRINCIPAL OF EDDIE LEE, INC.



(A) Custom Jack's Jungle, Kara Miller Interiors, Carmel Brantley (B) 7056 Flight in Deep Emerald, Eclectic Home Nola, Daymon Gardner (C) 8624 The Grove in Luscious Grey, Nalini Arantes Design, Adam Taylor (D) 9132 Offset 
in Matte Grey, Lucy and Company, Loli Photography (E) 9122 Paxton Plaid in Brown with Beige (F) Fall inspired PJ samples (G) 9019 Haiku in Energized Ember on Oro Metallic Leaf (H) 2902 Oxhorn in Celadon, Toledo Geller, 
Aaron Dougherty (I) 2816 Sculpted Wood in Hew Green, Studio Lane, Brian Wetzel (J) 5581 Arboretum in Dawn on Grey Vinyl Mirror Mirror, MCYIA (K) 7996 Parasol Stitch in Sunshade, Francis Interiors, Sean Litchfield
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NEW: 
FIND US ON TIKTOK!

Follow us to be inspired, tag us to be featured.       

GET SOCIAL
PhillipJeffriesLTD | #PhillipJeffries
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(A) Chance with 4329 Suede Lounge in Uncorked, Widell & Boschetti (B) Lucy with 5253 Bermuda Hemp in Grass Green, Noble Design, Elizabeth's Interiors (C) Willow with 3444 Manila Hemp in Graphite, Olivia Erwin, 
Tim Black (D) Stanley with 5241 Manila Hemp in Cloudless, Anne Pulliam Interiors, Stacy Zarin Goldberg (E) Frank with 1057 Eiffel in Slate, Kelly Horton Interiors, Michael Hunter (F) Maggie with 9574 Transcend in 
Peridot, Melissa Pollack (G) Roux with 8680 Preppy Plain in Chic White, Amanda Lodge, Rachel Alyse Manning (H) Balin with a PJ Rep Kit, Mike Yablon (I) In loving memory of Finn with 5700 Rivets in Gold, M and M 
Interior Design, Aimee Mazzenga
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Stanley

Maggie

Roux Balin Finn

Lucy

G

From country chicks to urban hounds and everything in between, follow our hashtag #PJPets on social for more adorable pet photos.

Whether they are roaming a field or sleeping on a plush bed, these exotic animals know great design when they see it. 
Meet a few of our favorite pets who are living the stylish life they were born to enjoy. 

PJ PETS
IN THE WILD

WillowWillow

Chance

Frank
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Chance
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Frank Maggie

RouxRoux Balin Finn



VIVA MAGENTA
2023 PANTONE COLOR OF THE YEAR

Recognized as the leading source on color 
around the world, Pantone has chosen a bright
fuchsia color with hints of red as THE color for 
2023. A bold new hue that infuses optimism 
and vibrancy, magenta is predicted to influence 
fashion and interior trends. “Viva Magenta 
is brave and fearless, and a pulsating color 
whose exuberance promotes a joyous and 
optimistic celebration, writing a new narrative.” 
Add drama to your walls with this warm, 
bold color.

Item Shown: 6875 Fretwork
Designer: Hunter Martin Interiors

Photographer: Hunter Martin Interiors

VIVA MAGENTA 18-1750 
VIBRATES WITH VIM AND 
VIGOR." —PANTONE

5278

6875

Item Shown: 5278 Manila Hemp
Designer: Elizabeth Krueger Design

Photographer: Mike Schwartz

Item Shown: 5267 Manila Hemp
Designer: Monica Pittman

Photographer: Walter Colley

526719644361



AWARD-WINNING
DESIGN

We were thrilled to be awarded an IIDA Award at HD Expo and Silver for ‘Best of’ 
at NeoCon! See the inherent beauty of this award-winning wallcovering inspired 
by the ancient Japanese art of Kintsugi. Skilled artisans cut and lay luxe metallic 
leaf in an organic, linear design on pieces of authentic wood veneer. Offered in 
a range of six glamorous and neutral metallic colorways, the expansive six-panel 
design is pressed and laminated to perfection. Discover the most exciting collection 
in wallcovering design today.

ADORN
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SPRING 2023
PG. 46

Introducing
UNTETHERED

9642 Lavish Charcoal with Gold9642 Lavish Charcoal with Gold



SILVER
SCREEN
LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!
PG. 34
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tה Explore more on
Behind the Design

Have you seen our blog? It’s new! And packed with engaging stories about our company history, culture, and range of 
amazing wallcoverings. We share tips and tricks from our most trusted installers. And wow you with celebrity homes, 
gorgeous resorts, hotels, and inspiring locations. Shop every story and every image! From stunning installations (& pets!) 
to never-before-seen artisan stories to inspiring before & after images, we link directly to the wallcovering shown. 
Don’t miss our special presentations of the new collections!

PLUS! Stay in the know and have updates sent directly to your inbox. It’s never been easier to shop PJ in your PJs. 

THE PJ BLOG 
JOIN US AS WE GO BEHIND THE DESIGN!



2PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM

Welcome to our fourth issue of THE DROP!

At Phillip Jeffries, we believe in passionately pursuing our dreams. 
Our company was founded by our parents, Eric and Susan, 
with 10 grasscloths and a dream, and we’ve been reaching
for the stars ever since. We love nothing more than helping you,
our friends in the industry, realize your dreams and push the
boundaries of what you think is possible.  
  
Our new Spring 2023 launch, Dream, encourages us to use 
our imaginations to transform interiors into spectacular spaces. 
We are excited to introduce new whimsical murals, luxurious wood 
veneers with metallic leaf, handcrafted washis, dimensional mosaics, 
tailored textiles, and durable vinyl – 16 collections in all – so that 
you can dream big. In March, look out for some new prints. 
From pretty patterns to dramatic designs, we truly have a print for 
every purpose, so expect the unexpected! 
  
For those of you looking for something bespoke, you can create
your own PJ Mash Up® or Pure Imagination® creation in just 
3 easy steps. In this issue, we feature a Pure Imagination® creation 
by designer Michelle Gerson of Michelle Gerson Interiors. 
Her modern marvel, Nod to Mod, was so inspiring we decided to 
offer it to you as part of our wallcovering collection. While it launches 
in March, you can get a sneak peek of an installation from her most 
recent project.
 
We hope you love this issue as much as we do and that it inspires
you to follow your dreams and design with passion.  

Our very best,

Philip Jeffrey

ALWAYS FOLLOW

&

Your Dreams

2PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM



Shipped fast and made 
to last. We have more 
than 1 million yards of 
wallcovering, 2,200+ 
designs, in stock in our 
New Jersey warehouse. 

For more than 45 years, it's been our 
purpose to inspire a more beautiful world 
one wall at a time. At Phillip Jeffries, we're 
100% committed to wallcovering. It's what 
we do. This is why our team is the most 
knowledgeable and trusted in the industry. 

NEED A SAMPLE? 
We can get it to you tomorrow! 

With more than a million yards of wallcovering  
in stock, the fastest delivery in the industry,  
and a world-class team of experts at your 
service, it's no wonder we're the most reliable  
resource in the industry. It's always a great day  
at Phillip Jeffries! 

IN STOCK + READY TO SHIP

Same-Day

Shipping

Ready-to-Ship

Wallcoverings

Concierge-Level

Service



WIA CONFERENCE

RECAP

ARTISANSHIP

SEPTEMBER 15TH - 17TH, 2022 NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

Wallcovering installers are highly skilled at 
hanging paper. They are experts at solving 
problems whether it be the walls, the material, 
or simply the region’s climate. At times, it is a 
high-stakes job and therefore skilled installers 
are the key to a successful installation.

STORYTELLING
By the very nature of the job, installers love to 
help each other by sharing tips and stories from 
the most successful installations. Whether it’s how 
they overcame an obstacle or learned a new trick, 
this community of installers loves to share success 
stories with each other.

PARTNERSHIP
While we love a gorgeous room with perfectly 
hung wallcovering, we would not be here without 
acknowledging the fabulous installers out there 
hanging our wallcoverings with great skill and 
precision. It truly is a team effort. We’re proud of 
our relationship with the installer community and 
look forward to deepening these relationships.

THANK YOU TO OUR TRUSTED PARTNERS 

IN THE FIELD: THE INSTALLERS!

  ounded in 1974, The Wallcovering Installers 
Association (WIA) is an international organization 
of wallcovering installers dedicated to superior 
craftsmanship. One of the highlights of the year was 
the WIA’s annual conference in New Orleans. 
With the promise to “jazz up your skills,” we headed 
to The Big Easy and met with nearly 150 paperhangers 
throughout three days of panels, demonstrations, 
and meetings. Here’s what we learned! 

F

4PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM



PJ HOMECOMING
Last spring, Phillip Jeffries hosted a team-building day for 

local employees while teams across the globe found ways 

to bond and help their communities. The day was all about 

having fun, being together, and celebrating our successes. 

We even toasted a few birthdays!

"WE'VE BEEN A FAMILY 
BUSINESS FOR MORE THAN 
46 YEARS, AND WE WANTED 

TO BE ABLE TO CELEBRATE SOME 

OF THOSE SPECIAL MOMENTS 

TOGETHER."
PHILIP BERSHAD, PRESIDENT OF PHILLIP JEFFRIES

THIS IS HO
E ROLLW



THE PJ CHAIN: PJ EMPLOYEES
ARE AWESOME TEAMMATES

WHY?
At Phillip Jeffries, we believe in making 
an investment in the individuals and 
teams who work tirelessly to support 
our customers and help make the world 
a more beautiful place. 

The most important thing at PJ is the PJ Chain. We value 

the synergy that results from teamwork and truly believe 

that we achieve more by working together than any one 

employee can do on their own. And to demonstrate this, 

we pass a stuffed fish around the entire company (the fish

is symbolic, but that’s a story for another day). This starts 

with Philip and Jeffrey, then the Executive Team and 

includes passing around through every department from 

Design to Marketing, Supply Chain, Logistics, Customer 

Experience and every employee along the way who 

has a part in our company's success. When doing this 

in person, we all can see how each teammate is just as 

important as the next.

"WE COME TOGETHER AS A COMPANY, BUT FIRST WE DIVIDE UP 

JEFFREY BERSHAD, CEO OF PHILLIP JEFFRIES

INTO TEAMS! WE LOVE COMPETITION! WE LOVE CREATING WOW/FUN EXPERIENCES. 
AND SO THAT'S WHAT WE'RE DOING RIGHT NOW. AND THEN AT THE END, WE BRING 
IT ALL TOGETHER AND WE REMIND OURSELVES THAT WE TRULY ARE A TEAM. AND 
TEAMWORK—EVERY SINGLE DEPARTMENT COMING TOGETHER—IS WHAT MAKES 
US SUCCESSFUL AT PHILLIP JEFFRIES."

Scan to
read more

6PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM



At Phillip Jeffries, we are working toward a goal of planting 1 million trees. 
Through our partnership with the Arbor Day Foundation, we have already 
planted more than 278,685 trees! Thank you for helping us make this goal 
a reality because we plant a tree for every order that you place. It's our 
promise to you, and to the planet, that our environment is a priority. 
And that's a promise we are committed to keeping.

Our PJ Promise

Scan to
learn more

Invasive Species RemovalInvasive Species RemovalInvasive Species Removal

Invasive Species RemovalInvasive Species Removal

Invasive Species RemovalInvasive Species Removal



Currently Planting In...

WE ARE COMMITTED TO INSPIRING A MORE BEAUTIFUL WORLD

In 2022, we partnered with the Michigan Department of Natural Resources and The Arbor Day Foundation to replant Michigan’s 
state lands on a large scale. 

MICHIGAN STATE FORESTS 

WHY: Because these forests were heavily logged in the late 1800s, and statewide conservation efforts have been focused on bringing public lands 
back to their natural state.

WHICH TREES: We are replanting native stands of Jack pine and Red pine, with a small percentage of White spruce and Eastern White pine. 
In total, nearly 6 million trees are being planted through this partnership. 

ECOSYSTEM BENEFITS: As the forests mature, the trees will provide a wide variety of ecosystem services including carbon sequestration and 
water filtration. This means that the air and water will be naturally cleaner as a result of the trees.

WILDLIFE BENEFITS: Forests across Michigan will provide improved habitats for a wide variety of wildlife including deer, turkey, grouse, 
and — most notably — the Kirtland’s warbler. These birds have only recently been taken off the endangered species list thanks to concerted 
tree planting efforts like this one. The birds nest in young Jack pine forest stands and rely on them for survival.

A NEW WIND POWER INITIATIVE 
Our New Jersey headquarters and warehouse have been converted to 100% wind power.  Join us as we continue on the path toward sustainable 
living and environmentally friendly practices at work and home.

INVASIVE SPECIES REMOVAL
The Phillip Jeffries Eco Team regularly hikes and cleans up our environment. Last year, our team partnered with the Bonsal Wildlife Preserve Invasive 
Strike Team to remove the invasive species, Japanese knotweed. Together, we infiltrated an area of the preserve where hundreds of newly planted 
trees and shrubs were in danger. These newly planted native species filled a barren area where a leaking sewer pipe was removed. The removal 
of the Japanese knotweed was essential to the survival of the wildlife in the area.

8PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM



PJ SHOWROOMS

3 Corporate  
Offices 200+ Sales 

Reps94 Countries 
Served

NEW YORK      LONDON      PARIS      MILAN      MADRID      MUNICH      HONG KONG      • • • • • •

Opening Doors & Inspiring Spaces!

LONDON

At Phillip Jeffries, we strive to make great design easy and accessible. With headquarters and showrooms in 
New Jersey, London, and Singapore, and a network of US showrooms that includes Atlanta, Boston, New York, 
Fort Lauderdale, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Chicago, we are committed to bringing the design industry the 
most innovative and inspiring wallcoverings. Each season new collections are installed on showroom walls and 
wingboards for guests to touch and browse. With hundreds of display boards, mesmerizing wallcovering installations, 
and intimate design work areas, we have your design needs covered. Stop by a showroom today and work with 
our amazing PJ Team! Our representatives are pros at product selection, sampling, and solving design dilemmas.

FLORIDA



PJ SHOWROOMS
Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
Hollywood, FL
London
Los Angeles
New Jersey
New York
San Francisco
Singapore 

CORPORATE OFFICES
US
UK
Asia

Scan for more  
showrooms

PARTNER SHOWROOMS
| Harsey & Harsey
 | David Sutherland
| Town
| David Sutherland
| Pacific Finishes
| KDR
| Harsey & Harsey
| Theo
| Harsey & Harsey
| DDC
| John Brooks
| KDR
| Tennant & Assoc

Costa Mesa
Dallas
Denver
Houston
Honolulu
Kansas City
Laguna Niguel
Montreal
San Diego
San Juan
Scottsdale
St. Louis
Troy

|    New Jersey
|    London
|    Singapore

SINGAPORE      BEIJING      DUBAI       SYDNEY• • •

FLORIDA

LOS ANGELES

10PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM



BOSTON

NEW YORK

SAMPLE LIBRARY
Our showrooms are stocked with an 
extensive sample library of our collections. 
We work tirelessly to replenish stock and 
meet the needs of our clients.

QR CODES
You will find a QR code on every wing 
board. Simply use your smart phone to 
scan the code to order samples and 
wallcovering directly from our website.

PEGBOARD
We welcome you to pull a sample from 
the colorful wall display that is stocked 
with our most popular wallcoverings.

A salesperson is always on hand to assist!

3 WAYS TO SHOP
THE SHOWROOM



PJ GLOBALIZATION
Opening Doors & Inspiring Spaces!

- Philip Bershad, President of PHILLIP JEFFRIES

Phillip Jeffries is your number one resource for in-stock, luxury wallcoverings. With growing demand
in Europe and beyond, we are continually expanding our global reach and offering more direct

service in more markets than ever before. Our new Singapore showroom welcomes guests with a
fabulous lobby area wrapped in Metallic Ombré wallcovering. In London, the existing showroom is 
moving to an expanded space that includes a fabulous designer work space. And from Barcelona 

to Sevilla, we are now direct in Spain! With a wonderful new PJ Spain Regional Manager, 
we are able to offer the exceptional client services you have come to expect.

"AT PHILLIP JEFFRIES, WE ASPIRE 
TO CREATE SHOWROOMS THAT 
ARE CHIC, INNOVATIVE, AND FUN. 
ONES THAT ARE INSPIRATIONAL 
AND MAKE YOU SAY, "WOW!" 
AT THE SAME TIME, THEY NEED 
TO BE INTUITIVE AND EASY 
TO SHOP."
- Philip Bershad, President of PHILLIP JEFFRIES

SINGAPORE

- Philip Bershad, President of PHILLIP JEFFRIES- Philip Bershad, President of PHILLIP JEFFRIES

12PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM



HAPPENINGS

A

From San Francisco to Singapore, our event calendar was packed with some of the industry’s hottest happenings of the year. In the fall, we hosted 
designers in our showrooms around the globe in celebration of our new collection, Cascades! In our New York City showroom, we celebrated 
the launch of House Beautiful: Live Colorfully with Editorial Director Joanna Saltz and Senior Style Director Robert Rufino. At DesignSF's Fall 
Market, Phillip Jeffries hosted a lively keynote presentation with moderator Lindsey Shook, Editor in Chief, California Home + Design and esteemed 
panelists - AD100, ELLE Décor A-List designer and principal Madeline Stuart and Philip Bershad, President of Phillip Jeffries. Madeline shared her 
personal connection to Willy Wonka and how it inspired her to create a Pure Imagination® wallcovering. Phillip Jeffries truly has an expansive 
candy factory of limitless wallcovering! If you can imagine it, we can create it! Thank you to everyone who joined us! We look forward to hosting 
many more inspiring events this year.

(A) Madeline Stuart, principal of Madeline Stuart, Philip Bershad, president of Phillip Jeffries, Lindsey Shook, editor-in-chief of California Home + Design, at a keynote presentation.



Whether it's for inspiration, a keynote presentation, a golden ticket, 
or a one-on-one meeting - we hope to see you this year!

IT'S ALWAYS A GREAT DAY AT PJ!

(A) Fall 2022 PJ London Celebration (B) House Beautiful's Senior Style Director, Robert Rufino, and Editorial Director, Joanna Saltz, join Jeffrey Bershad, CEO of Philip Jeffries, in PJ's New York City Showroom 
(C) Fall 2022 PJ Los Angeles Showroom Celebration (D) House Beautiful Book Signing 2022 (E) Stuart, Bershad, and Shook join two lucky golden ticket winners at Design San Francisco (F) Fall 2022 PJ London Celebration

A B

C D

E F

DDCC

EE
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Looking to breathe new life into a commercial space? Phillip Jeffries has you covered! Our award-winning designs come in a 
wide selection of colors and patterns that are fully customizable to fit your project. Not only are these wallcoverings engineered 
for contract spaces including hotels, restaurants, and bars, but they can also be used in high-traffic residential areas like mudrooms 
and hallways.

SELECTION
We have the largest selection of in stock and ready-to-ship wallcoverings. Developed to reproduce the look and feel of our 
handcrafted natural wallcoverings, our luxurious vinyl selection ranges in style from grasscloths and paper weaves to silks, 
linens, and specialty items. One better: all our PJ Contract vinyl wallcoverings pass the most stringent fire code tests as well as our 
entire line of wallcoverings. This means, if you love a natural hemp or textile wallcovering, it also has the ASTM E84 Class A rating 
for use in a contract space in the US. Choose from one of our existing designs or let us create a custom wallcovering just for you. 

CUSTOM
From color and texture to size and scale, we offer several custom wallcovering options when personalizing a commercial space. 
Our PJ Mash Up® program offers superior color matching and a wide selection of grounds. We can value engineer any item into 
a Type II performance vinyl. Want something completely custom? We offer that too through our program, Pure Imagination®. 
Our team of dedicated, in-house design professionals are ready to assist.

DURABLE & WASHABLE
Our Type II performance vinyl will stand the test of time. These days, keeping surfaces clean is more important than ever. 
PJ performance vinyl wallcoverings clean easily and have been tested to withstand the latest cleaning guidelines and disinfecting 
practices established by the CDC. 

COMPETITIVE PRICING
To learn more, please contact your sales representative to discuss your project. 

PJ CONTRACT

Item: Smoke 6503 Dark Night
Project: Cumulus Leasing Office
Photographer: Molly Rose

Item: Bloom 7187-L India Ink
Project: The Gantry, DC
Photographer: John Ellis

Item: Smoke 6503 Dark Night
Project: Cumulus Leasing Office
Photographer: Molly Rose



RODRIGO VARGAS

Rodrigo Vargas, principal of Rodrigo Vargas Design, creates environments of serenity 
and sophistication for five-star luxury hotels & resorts, multifamily real estate projects, 
restaurants, and high-end residential projects all around the world. 

The incredible, award-winning Awana Spa & Wellness project was recently designed 
by RVD for Resorts World and features Phillip Jeffries metallic leaf wallcovering on 
the curved walls. For a one-of a kind pattern, designers choose the sequencing of 
the panels during installation to create a unique metallic ombré motif. Perfectly suited 
for hospitality settings, our authentic leafing is backed and coated to ensure our 
wallcoverings are as durable and flexible as they are beautiful. Then each panel is 
sealed with a resin finish ensuring all styles are wipeable and resistant to rusting and 
oxidizing. 

Creating unique and memorable interiors for hospitality brands worldwide has never 
been easier! 

Item: Kinship 2557 Washed Shale
Project: The Gantry, DC
Photographer: John Ellis

Item: Metallic Ombré 3156 Pewter
Project: Awana Spa, Resorts World Las Vegas
Photographer: John Ellis

Item: Metallic Ombré 3163 Gold
Project: Platform, Alexandria VA 
Photographer: John Ellis

@rodrigovargasdesign | rodrigovargasdesign.com 16PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM



Mark Williams Design
Item Shown: Maldives Weaves 3888 Navy Hideaway  |  Photographer: Emily Followill

"WE CAN CREATE A LUXURY MULTIFAMILY EXPERIENCE 
WITH PJ VINYLS WHILE MAINTAINING DURABILITY."

SPOTLIGHT
IG LIVE : BEHIND THE DESIGN
Hosted by Philip Bershad

@markwilliamsdesign | markwilliams-design.com



Gideon Mendelson

Items Shown: Grecian Squares 5726 and Oxidized Leaf GV101  |  Photographer: Eric Piasecki

"I THINK WALLPAPER CAN 
ADD DEPTH TO A ROOM 
THAT PAINT CAN’T. 
DECORATIVE FINISHES 
AND WALLPAPER ARE 
OPPORTUNITIES TO 
CREATE TEXTURE AND 
DEPTH!"

@gideonmendelson | mendelsongroupinc.com

@drewmcgukin | drewmcgukin.com

Item Shown: Peak Chic 4865 Everest Ice Cap  |  Photographer: Regan Wood

Item Shown: Haven 8930 Elysian Fields  |  Photographer: Stephen Karlisch

@jeanliudesign | jeanliudesign.com

Jean Liu

Drew McGukin

"WE DID A WHOLE WALL IN 
TEXTURED WALLCOVERING 
TO BRING LIFE TO THE 
SPACE RATHER THAN BLANK 
WALLS. BLANK WALLS ARE 
UNDERWHELMING."

"EVEN IF YOU’RE NOT 
GOING FOR A WOW 
MOMENT — THE EFFECT 
OF WALLPAPER IS 
IMPORTANT ENOUGH 
TO BE A PART OF THE 
CONVERSATION." 

18PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM



Amanda Nisbet

Item Shown: Star Dust Silk 3222 Celestial Blue  |  Photographer: Roger Davies

@amandanisbet | amandanisbetdesign.com

"I THINK YOUR 
GRASSCLOTH IS ONE 
OF THE MOST TIMELESS 
WALLCOVERINGS EVER 
AND I USE IT ALL THE 
TIME!"

@petergurski | petergurski.com

Item Shown: Studs & Stripes 5799-V Soft Gold on Navy Manila Hemp  |  Photographer: Todd Goodman

Peter Gurski
"THIS PAPER PROVED 
TO BE SO AMAZING 
BECAUSE OF THE 
DETAILING. ANYONE 
WHO WOULD COME 
THROUGH WOULD 
ALWAYS COMMENT 
ON IT AND LOVED IT!" 

Item Shown: Against the Grain 4276 Beige Treads   |  Photographer: Werner Straube

@summerthorntondesign | summerthorntondesign.com

Summer Thornton

"I OBVIOUSLY LOVE 
WALLPAPER. I WOULD 
PRETTY MUCH 
WALLPAPER EVERY ROOM 
IN THE HOUSE."



Halden Interiors
Item Shown: Manila Hemp 5271 Mink Brown   |   Photographer: Brittany Ambridge

"I CAN’T TELL YOU THE LAST PROJECT WE’VE DONE WITHOUT  
USING WALLCOVERING, ESPECIALLY YOUR WALLCOVERING."

SPOTLIGHT
IG LIVE : BEHIND THE DESIGN

Hosted by Philip Bershad

@haldeninteriors | haldeninteriors.com

20PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM



https://landing.phillipjeffries.com/prints-wallcovering?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-march-prints-combo


PJ PRINTS
IN FOCUS

S        pring into new patterns! Get ready for a unique 
series of boldly scaled designs printed on our most 
popular wallcoverings including paper weaves, natural 
grasses, linens, silks, and durable vinyl. Phillip Jeffries 
offers a printed wallcovering for every purpose in a vast 
array of colors. New colors, textures, and patterns will 
be available in March 2023 such as Blushing Blooms 
shown here. This delightful, nature-filled print brings light 
and air to a space with watercolor-inspired florals 
blossoming on a crisp backdrop.

22PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM
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IN FOCUS PJ PRINTS

We offer a wallcovering for every aesthetic. From classic to contemporary styles, geometric to abstract motifs, and small to large scales – many are 
original designs, hand printed by artisans. As shown above, add texture and color to a space with our ethereal shadow print, Spirited. This classic 
shibori motif is inspired by the art of Japanese indigo hand dyeing. To achieve this look, the open linen weave is laminated atop a printed ground to 
create a layered and unique shadow print. This luxurious print is offered in a range of six nature-inspired colorways perfectly suited for any room.

SHADOW PRINTS

Spirited 8825 Intrepid Smoke | Designer: Estee Designs| Photographer: Kim Jeffery

https://www.phillipjeffries.com/shop/CARD-P-SPIRITED/8825?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-spirited-8825


7154 ARECA
ELLIE'S VIEW

A plethora of patterns await! Mix and match prints to find the perfect fit. The multi-tonal colors of this playful watercolor-inspired print, Pretty Petals, 
shown above, creates an eye-catching, dimensional pattern on the walls. Or create a kaleidoscope of color and shapes on your walls with a 
bold, chic look. Aflutter, shown below, features magnificent, large-scale butterfly wings in a layered pattern. When choosing a pattern for your 
walls, consider the architecture, furnishings, and art in the room. The perfect wallcovering will elevate a space rather than compete with it. From small 
to large-scaled designs, our range of patterns includes both handprinted and stenciled looks printed on natural grounds. We offer a wide selection 
of colors including chic neutrals and bold, unexpected colors. 

PRETTY PATTERNS

Aflutter 9837 Azure Coast

Pretty Petals 9650 Poppy Black

5932-B MOONSTONE
AGATE

9841 SUPER BLUE
FEELIN' GROOVY

COMING MARCH 2023

COMING MARCH 2023

COMING MARCH 2023

5339 CHARCOAL
JACK'S JUNGLE
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https://landing.phillipjeffries.com/prints-wallcovering?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-prettypetals-9650
https://landing.phillipjeffries.com/prints-wallcovering?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-aflutter-9837
https://www.phillipjeffries.com/shop/CARD-P-ELLIES/7154?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-elliesview-7154
https://www.phillipjeffries.com/shop/CARD-P-JACKS/5339?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-jacksjungle-5339
https://www.phillipjeffries.com/shop/CARD-P-AGATE/5932-B?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-agate-5932b
https://landing.phillipjeffries.com/prints-wallcovering?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-feelingroovy-9841


PJ PRINTS
IN FOCUSIN FOCUS

9121 WHITE WITH GREY
GEORGIAN GRID

Make it yours with our easy-to-use custom program, 
PJ Mash Up®. Simply choose from existing PJ designs 
and grounds to easily create the perfect wallcovering for 
any project. When it comes to color, we offer a carefully 
curated color palette with even more customization 
options available.

PJ MASH UP®

BLUSHING BLOOMS
9828 BLUE PETALS

Scan to
get started

Custom Ellie's View | Designer: HEIRLOOM | Photographer: Ryan Garvin

When choosing a print, there are no rules! We offer a 
full range of complements for every print. Mix botanicals 
with stripes or plaids with florals! And with our custom 
capabilities, it’s easy to create a cohesive-yet-unique 
design plan. 

PRINTS PLAYBOOK

COMING MARCH 2023

9649 MORNING GLORY
PRETTY PETALS

COMING MARCH 2023

9649 MORNING GLORY
PRETTY PETALS

https://www.phillipjeffries.com/shop/CARD-P-GRIDPLAID/9121?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-georgiangrid-9121
https://www.phillipjeffries.com/p/pj-mash-up-custom-wallcovering?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-elliesview-custom
https://landing.phillipjeffries.com/prints-wallcovering?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-blushingblooms-9828
https://landing.phillipjeffries.com/prints-wallcovering?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-prettypetals-9649
https://www.phillipjeffries.com/p/pj-mash-up-custom-wallcovering?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-pjmashup-qr-code


Natural and textured grounds add warmth and 
dimension to a space. With our state-of-the art 
printers and network of skilled artisans, we are able 
to print with precision on a wide range of natural 
and textured grounds including seamless paper 
weaves, natural grasses, linens, silks, and durable 
Type II Performance Vinyl. 

Scan to 
order

FEELIN' GROOVY
9844 MULTI

Paxton Plaid 9122 Brown with Beige

Feelin' Groovy, featured above, is a new print 
with a bold, fashion-forward pattern offered 
in a range of sophisticated hues, creates 
a softened zigzag backdrop with fluid 
gradients of color. 

COMING MARCH 2023
Feelin' Groovy, featured above, is a new print 
with a bold, fashion-forward pattern offered 
in a range of sophisticated hues, creates 
a softened zigzag backdrop with fluid 
gradients of color. 
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https://landing.phillipjeffries.com/prints-wallcovering?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-feelingroovy-9844
https://www.phillipjeffries.com/shop/CARD-P-GRIDPLAID/9122?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-paxtonplaid-9122
https://landing.phillipjeffries.com/prints-wallcovering?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-in-focus-prints


Tween and teen rooms are the perfect place
to showcase some personality. From bold and 
energetic to soft and serene styles, Phillip Jeffries 
has a wallcovering for every aesthetic. By keeping 
the pattern playful-yet-transitional in a little (or not 
so little) one’s room, the décor can reflect a child’s 
personality and grow with them through every stage. 
PJ prides itself on creating timeless, beautiful 
wallcoverings for every room in your home.KIDS ROOMS

A



(A) 7535 Vinyl Reconstructed in Energetic Yellow, Sarah Brannon Interiors, Dan Piassick (B) 8829 Spirited in Calming Sage, StraightLine Design, Jill Ockhardt  (C) 5516 Soho Hemp in Grand Central Celadon, Nicole Bathie 
(D) 8125 Vinyl Woven Sisal in Cerulean View, Megan Gorelick, Rachel McGinn

D

WELCOME TO 

Your Tween’s Dream

C D

B
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Creating your very own custom wallcovering has become 
a whole lot easier. Want to customize an existing PJ mural? 
No problem! Have print-ready artwork that you want to use? 
Fantastic! Feel like collaborating with our in-house design team to 
create something completely unique? Tell us about your project! 

IMAGINE IT 
CREATE IT 

PU
R

E
 IM

A
G

IN
ATIO

N
®

MODIFY our existing murals
Start with a PJ mural and customize it. Scale, crop, recolor, 
add elements or remove them – whatever you need for your project.

20+ ground options 
Minimum charge and design fee apply

Work with our in-house design studio to create and produce your 
very own custom mural. Inspire us with images or 
concepts so we can help bring your vision to life.

20+ ground options 
Minimum charge and design fee apply

CREATE your own design

Start with your own print-ready artwork and have 
a wallcovering produced just for you.

20+ ground options 
Minimum charge and setup fee apply

SUBMIT your own artwork

DESIGN YOUR OWN MURAL
Select from one of the options below to get started:

Scan to 
get started

https://www.phillipjeffries.com/p/pure-imagination-custom-wallcovering?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-pi-qr-code


PURE IMAGINATION® creation by Michelle Gerson

PURE IMAGINATION®

NOD TO MOD
PURE IMAGINATION® creation by Michelle Gerson 30PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM

https://blog.phillipjeffries.com/pure-imagination-featuring-michelle-gerson?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-pi-nodtomod-9847


Modern, eclectic spaces are a signature look of Michelle Gerson Interiors. So it's no surprise that founder Michelle Gerson's first 

Pure Imagination® creation, Nod to Mod, is a modern marvel.

After leaving a successful career in fashion design, Michelle drew on her experience working with textiles to launch her own eponymous 

design firm. Her design aesthetic merges luxury and comfort with Art Deco and Mid-Century elements. When a client in the Hamptons 

needed a basement refresh, Michelle began searching for the perfect wallcovering. Lucky for Michelle, Phillip Jeffries offers a custom 

program called Pure Imagination®. In just three easy steps, designers can create their own custom wallcovering.

"Working with Phillip Jeffries was a dream come true,” said Michelle. “We’ve worked with their materials for as long as I can remember 

— for as long as I’ve been in business. And we love everything they put out. Every season there’s new and exciting papers and textures."  

Drawing inspiration from patterns of the 1970s, Gerson came up with a collection featuring modern shapes in a geometric pattern. 

She collaborated with the PJ Design Team, discussing colors and textures. “And before we knew it, a collection was created!” said Michelle. 

After seeing her first strikeoff, Michelle was inspired to expand her collection. “When we pulled it out of the package and hung it on the wall, 

we were amazed. We were so happy with how it came to life. And it made us think: we should do it in other colors, too." We agreed and 

decided to make it an official PJ collection!

Creation by Michelle Gerson Launches March 2023

9847 Negative Space on White Vinyl Concrete Washi | Photographer: James Calandrino, Photografik Studios

“PHILLIP JEFFRIES IS A COMPANY THAT HAS THEIR 
FINGER ON THE PULSE OF EVERYTHING THAT IS 
GOING ON IN THE WORLD OF WALLCOVERING.”
MICHELLE GERSON

https://blog.phillipjeffries.com/pure-imagination-featuring-michelle-gerson?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-nodtomod-9847
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NOD 
TO 

MOD
T-B: 9849, 9848, 9845

@michellegersoninteriors | michellegerson.com

Scan to 
learn more

What inspires you?

A LOT of things inspire me: Art, travel, culture. 

And lots of different things like trips to museums 

or movies I’ve seen. There’s inspiration in every 

little corner everywhere.

Is this your first wallcovering design?

I have not designed wallpaper before, 

but I always dreamed of it. Being asked 

to work with PJ on this was really a dream 

come true!

Where would you use this wallcovering?

I see this wallcovering in a lot of different 

places. In a light, airy space it looks great in 

these light colors. In the dark navy grasscloth,

it could be great in a home theater or a den. 

The blush could work in a baby’s room. 

It lends itself to a lot of areas and spaces.

What is your go-to design tip?

Always add a little black and white to 

the room.    

Q&A With Michelle Gerson
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https://blog.phillipjeffries.com/pure-imagination-featuring-michelle-gerson?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-nodtomod-product
https://blog.phillipjeffries.com/pure-imagination-featuring-michelle-gerson?utm_source=thedrop&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=spring2023utm_term=wallcovering&utm_content=thedrop-spring2023-nodtomod-qr-code


Lights, Camera, Action! 
PJ SILVER SCREEN

tה Scan to 
explore more

And Just Like That

We're always thrilled when TV and film production studios showcase Phillip Jeffries wallcoverings in their set designs 
and locations. From chic hotels to amazing homes, we love seeing our wallcoverings set the stage. 

            
                        hen HBO premiered And Just Like That, the sequel to the iconic, fashion-forward series, Sex & The City, 
            audiences caught a glimpse of Carrie and Mr. Big's Manhattan apartment. The perfect complement 
            to this cosmopolitan couple's style was a Phillip Jeffries wallcovering, The Grove, in the dining room. 
This popular specialty wallcovering is available in five colorways: Palm Paradise, Majestic Frond, Luscious Grey, 
Hollywood Hills, and Regency Navy. It feels impossible that it's been 20 years since these stylish ladies and their 
fabulous homes debuted on television, but one thing remains certain: impeccable style is timeless.

W
8624 The Grove in Luscious Grey, Carol Silverman, Craig Blankenhorn



Falling For Christmas

Lucky for hotel guests, Phillip Jeffries wallcoverings can cover a 
multitude of sins and secrets as we've seen in Season 1 of HBO's 
The White Lotus. While the actual "White Lotus Hotel" is purely 
fictional, the beautiful designs that act as the backdrop for the show 
are very real and can be found at the Four Seasons Resort Maui at 
Wailea. This open-air beachfront resort features luxurious amenities 
including gorgeous pools, spectacular ocean views, and several 
Phillip Jeffries wallcoverings. Designers Rachel Fischbach and 
Kiko Singh from BraytonHughes Design Studio were honored to 
spearhead the renovation a few years before the show was 
even filmed.

White Lotus

Lindsay Lohan returned to the spotlight in a holiday rom-com, 
Falling for Christmas, on Netflix. The premise of the show is that Lohan, 
a spoiled heiress, loses her memory in a skiing accident and lands 
in the cozy care of a down-on-his-luck widower and his daughter 
at Christmastime. The set location may feel like a small-town 
environment, but the actual ski resort is a dreamy property in Park City, 
Utah, called the Goldener Hirsch Luxury Hotel. This family-owned 
property was designed by Todd Avery Lenahan, former principal 
of TAL Studio. The real stars of the show are the Phillip Jeffries 
wallcoverings that make this mountainside getaway magical on 
and off-screen. The well-appointed guest rooms feature Phillip Jeffries 
plaid wallcovering, Savile Suiting Plaid. This textile wallcovering is 
perfect for spaces that you want to feel cozy such as lounges, 
lodges, and bedrooms.

Inspired by the gorgeous Hawaiian beaches at the property, 
the design team chose natural wallcoverings to elevate their 
island-inspired design story. In the suite’s primary bedroom (left), 
Phillip Jeffries Extra Fine Arrowroot in Maple (072) gives the 
room a comfortable-yet-luxurious look.

"Really all I can say is that we were looking 
for QUALITY, COLORS, and EXCELLENCE 
of product and Phillip Jeffries delivered."
ROBYN RUGGLES, FORMER DESIGNER AT TAL STUDIO

"We always start with a story. This project was 
about trying to cultivate a sense of feeling like 
you’re in Hawaii and the suites feel like beautiful 
apartments as if you were to live there."
BRAYTONHUGHES DESIGN STUDIO 

A

B

C

(A) 5768 Gilded Age in Breakers Blue, BraytonHughes, Christian Horan Photography (B) 072 Extra Fine Arrowroot 
in Maple, BraytonHughes, Christian Horan Photography (C) 4472 Savile Suiting Plaid in White on Beige, TAL Studio, 
Auberge Resorts Collection, The Goldener Hirsch at Deer Valley

RIP CORD PRODUCTIONS

MARIO PEREZ/HBO/THE HOLLYWOOD ARCHIVE 

SCOTT EVERETT WHITE/NETFLIXSCOTT EVERETT WHITE/NETFLIX
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"DON’T FEAR WALLCOVERINGS 
IN BATHROOMS; UNLIKE TILES, 
WALLCOVERINGS ARE EASY TO 
REPLACE WHEN YOU WANT A 
CHANGE." 
FRANCIS TOUMBAKARIS

Item Shown: Parasol Stitch 7996 Sunshade
Photographer: Sean Litchfield

Item Shown: Vinyl Zebra Wood 7872 Farmhouse Brown
Photographer: Edward Caruso
Item Shown: Vinyl Zebra Wood 7872 Farmhouse Brown
Photographer: Edward Caruso

Item Shown: Haiku 9013 April Showers 
Photographer: Sean Litchfield
Item Shown: Haiku 9013 April Showers 
Photographer: Sean Litchfield



@francisinteriors | francisinteriors.com

F

BETWEEN WALLS
featuring Francis Toumbakaris

            rancis Toumbakaris 

            is the founder and 

lead interior designer of his 

New York City-based firm, 

Francis Interiors. With a 

colorful personality and 

impeccable design style, 

he leads his team with an 

unwavering enthusiasm for 

rich, sophisticated designs. Always current, his signature style 

emphasizes balance, contrast, and movement. 

A true visionary designer, Francis can turn a blank slate into a 

one-of-a-kind serene oasis or create a personalized sanctuary in the 

middle of a city. One special residence nestled in a towering glass 

high-rise in downtown New York City is the epitome of Francis’ 

design ethos. With the building’s striking façade (a glass cantilevered 

design by Swiss architecture firm Herzog & 

de Meuron) in mind, the residence required 

an equally special and artistically crafted 

interior. In the living room, Francis wrapped

the walls in Parasol Stitch, a striking 

embroidered grasscloth that gave the 

living room an artisanal touch. Then in 

the master bedroom, he chose Haiku, 

a nature-inspired mural wallcovering 

with large-scale blossoms, to create a 

calming retreat. 

Our award-winning wallcoverings, 

including Metallic Ombré and Rivets®

are showstoppers that elevate any 

address. In the hands of a talented 

designer such as Francis, the possibilities 

are endless. 

Item Shown: Custom Studs & Stripes 
Photographer: Edward Caruso

Item Shown: Metallic Ombré 3156 Pewter 
Photographer: Edward Caruso
Item Shown: Metallic Ombré 3156 Pewter 
Photographer: Edward Caruso
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with Dennis Delpome, one of PJ's most-trusted wallcovering installers
IN CONVERSATION

TELL US ABOUT AN AHA! MOMENT 
YOU HAD ON A JOB?

"One time, Phillip Jeffries wanted me to test out their 
wood veneers by trying different pastes, etc. It was 
hard to get them to lay flat, and I thought maybe if 
I just moistened both sides a little bit with a sponge, 
it’ll loosen up. And it worked! Their wood veneer 
wallcovering laid perfectly flat. It was just like 
hanging any other wallcovering."

If it weren’t for air-conditioning, Dennis Delpome might never have become a paperhanger or been introduced to Phillip Jeffries 
wallcoverings. As a teen, he often helped his father, 
a painting contractor and paperhanger, on jobs
during the summer months. “I’d be outside slopping 
paint and my father would be in the nice air-conditioned 
model hanging paper,” he laughs.

To avoid the heat, Dennis began working alongside his
father and picked up priceless, on-the-job experience. 
After high school, when Dennis studied at the School of
Visual Arts in New York City, he continued learning 
and refining his craft by working at a paint store. 
Paint and wallpaper were in his blood.

Today, Dennis not only installs wallcoverings, 
but he also helps other installers navigate the 
intricacies of the job via his Instagram, Art of Paperhanging
(@Created_Dimensions_Dennis). “There’s always more
than one way to do something,” he says. “Instructions 
can be very general. You have to use your experience.” 

WHAT’S THE BEST PART OF YOUR JOB?
"I go into every job thinking of it as a challenge and my 
job is to defeat whatever obstacle is there. When it’s done, 
it’s very satisfying. Also, I’m continuing what my father did. 
He died at a young age and I’ve heard the stories of how 
good he was at what he did. When I started hanging 
paper, I had to do things perfectly, and I put a standard 
out there that I always did my best. It’s served me well."

@created_dimensions_dennis

We Catch Up With Dennis At PJ Headquarters
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DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE PROJECT?
"There have been so many, but, when I first started out, I worked 
on a client’s study that we did with suede. The twist was that it 
was four different shades of brown and it all got hung sideways, 
and the door frame and built-ins were covered, too. It was a 
very intense-yet-cool project. That was back in the 1970s and 
the room was featured in Better Homes & Gardens, which was 
a big deal back then."

THE NUMBER ONE RULE

"For installers, it’s all about the seams. You want to 

make them disappear and blend into the room. 

The challenge is figuring out how you’re going to 

do that. No room is completely straight so you also 

have to be flexible and able to adjust on your feet. 

Everyone always says, "It’s so precise what you do,’ 

but it’s anything but. The more flexibility I give myself 

in any project I’m doing, the better the job looks."

SIMPLE AND EASY 
WALLCOVERING 
INSTALLER TIPS
Here, Dennis shares some of the insight he’s 

gained while playing with paste.

STICKY SITUATIONS

"Prep work! You want to create stickiness and 

tackiness so that you don’t overwork the seam. 

I always put paste on the wall, in addition to the 

back of the paper, where I’m trying to bend 

material so that it’s sticky there, too." PJ IS HERE TO HELP
When installing a Phillip Jeffries wallcovering, we always 
recommend using a professional installer for the best results. 
We offer detailed hanging instructions with each wallcovering 
order and our Customer Experience team is always available 
for questions. For the best results, installers are always welcome 
(and encouraged!) to call with any questions before hanging 
our wallcoverings.

WHAT'S YOUR BEST TIP FOR HANGING 
A WOOD VENEER WALLCOVERING?
"Moisten the back. In most cases that will be sufficient to relax 
the material prior to installing. In some cases, I will also moisten 
the front LIGHTLY. I do this two times. Roll it up and put aside 
10-15 minutes. Material will be perfectly flat. I suggest trying on 
a scrap piece to get familiar and to make sure this will work in 
your particular environment. This helps avoid any bubbling after 
the wood veneer dries."

tה
Scan to 

explore more

For behind the scenes photos, new product updates, 
and gorgeous designer installations, check out our new blog! 
Simply sign up for the newsletter to have the latest updates 
sent straight to your inbox so you can read about PJ in your PJs!

CUTS & CORNERS

"When working with a specialty wallcovering like 

Rivets® with a unique design, it's important to get 

the cuts right. When you get to a corner or a door, 

you want to engineer it so that you cut through the 

ground, not the rivet. So you have to predetermine 

where the pieces will go and vary the size so that 

if you miss a raised rivet, no one will know the 

difference. Also, corners are tricky! I always say the 

most valuable tool in my bag is my heat gun. A lot 

of materials, particularly vinyls, can be stiff, but if 

you heat it a little, it’ll go around corners easily."



HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
5TH ANNUAL WHOLE HOME

L

OFFSET

Charlotte-based designer Ariene Bethea, principal of Dressing Rooms 
Interiors Studio, created the ultimate work-from-home space. Now that 
remote working is a lifestyle, rather than a backup plan, Ariene didn’t just 
design a solitary office, but rather three personality-packed work-from-home 
spaces to flow between as the work day progresses. The multiuse, chic 
conference room boasts gorgeous backyard views during the day and 
doubles as a homework station at night. Ariene chose a Phillip Jeffries 
abstract mural wallcovering (Offset in Clay Blush) to draw your eye up 
and complement the traditional paneling. Because, as she told HB, 
“No one wants a boring office!”

DESIGNED BY: Dressing Rooms Interiors Studio
WALLCOVERING: Offset 9136 Clay Blush on Cotton Canvas Linen

WFH SUITE

               ast year, the House Beautiful Whole Home took place
 in Atlanta, Georgia, where a gorgeous historic home 
 was spectacularly rejuvenated. Just north of the city’s 
downtown is Buckhead, where you can find a quaint, tree-filled 
neighborhood called Chastain Park. Here, House Beautiful 
partnered with Ladisic Fine Homes and architectural firm 
Pak Heydt & Associates to update an 11,000-square-foot home 
for modern family living. Instead of building something new, 
this showhouse is about breathing new life into old bones. 

Once the house was complete, twelve top design teams were 
selected to help define what 'living better at home' looks like. 
Phillip Jeffries was honored to work with four of these design teams 
including Whittney Parkinson, Brynn Olson, Jonathan Savage, 
and Ariene Bethea. The results are inspiring!

Photography by Rustic White Interiors

Photography by Rustic White Interiors

9136



FADE

For this Nashville-based designer, creating a warm and welcoming entrance
meant embracing his Southern roots. "This space gives visitors a warm hug as
they enter," he tells HB. In the 230-square-foot dining lounge, Jonathan framed 
the walls to showcase the Phillip Jeffries ombré mural, Fade. Reminiscent of layered 
horizontal brushstrokes, this wallcovering features soft, tonal colors in a painterly style. 
And while the room is meant to be an entertaining space, it still feels cozy enough for 
intimate game nights.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
ENTRY
DESIGNED BY: Jonathan Savage
WALLCOVERING: Fade 7221 Lavender Sand on White Manila Hemp

Photography by Rustic White Interiors

7221
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The cozy guest room (above) features a bay window that’s nearly 14 feet tall and walls wrapped in 
PJ’s natural grasscloth wallcovering, Shoreline Grass.

SHORELINE 
GRASS

Photography by Rustic White Interiors

9156



Inspired by a luxury hotel suite, Brynn Olson, founder and principal of Chicago 
design firm, Brynn Olson Design Group, designed this upstairs space to pamper 
overnight guests. With a sleeping area, lounge room, closet, and bathroom, 
Brynn’s goal was to ensure all amenities were just an arm’s reach away. Her 
five-star requirements included a smartly hidden microwave and fridge drawer, 
a plethora of pillows, and plenty of closet space. The luxurious ensuite bath is 
wrapped in Phillip Jeffries Soho Hemp, a handwoven natural grasscloth with 
dimensional color and warmth. The expansive suite also includes several closets 
and ceilings with coordinating wallcovering collections for a cohesive design. 
Tour the entire space on our website. Guests are sure to enjoy this peaceful and 
calming space with plenty of room to relax. It’s leaving that may be the problem!

Photography by Tomas Espinoza Photography

COFFERED WOOD

WATERMARK

GUEST CHAMBERS

MALDIVES WEAVE 

SATEEN CLUB

SOHO 
HEMP

METRO MONTAGE

DESIGNED BY: Brynn Olson
WALLCOVERINGS: 
Shoreline Grass 9156 Hermit Crab
Soho Hemp 5515 Posh Periwinkle

INCLUDED BUT NOT PICTURED:

5515

9284

4720 4956

4255 3881
COFFERED WOOD
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Indianapolis-based designer Whittney Parkinson brings her traditional design approach to 
the heart of the home: the kitchen. This home’s kitchen is an oversized space with a smart floor 
plan that includes a large kitchen island, breakfast room, scullery, walk-in pantry, and wine 
room. "This house has a lot of Tudor elements, so that's what I ran with. It's English inspiration, 
but reimagined for the future and a more modern family," she tells HB. To brighten the pantry 
area, Whittney chose Driftwood, a dimensional and textured paper weave wallcovering 
inspired by nature, to line the walls behind the built-in shelves. This virtually seamless natural 
adds soft texture to the walls with the most consistent coloring. The colors, textures, and finishes 
in the kitchen bring a cohesive style to the entire home. What a grand finale!

DRIFTWOOD

DESIGNED BY: Whittney Parkinson
WALLCOVERING: Driftwood 6206 Heather Grey

THE KITCHEN

Photography by Rustic White Interiors

DRIFTWOOD
6206



OX HORN

SHOWHOUSES
2022 RECAP

With showhouses returning in full swing last year, we were proud to work with 
several designers on career-defining spaces that raise money for good causes while 

inspiring us. Similar to a theatrical production, a showhouse’s final results often outshine 
the behind-the-scenes realities happening all the way up until the final curtain call. 

We applaud all the artists, designers, and craftspeople who make these showhouses 
spectacular! You sure do make great design look easy.  

(A) Kips Bay Palm Beach, 5411 Manila Hemp, Peter Pennoyer, Sargent Photography (B) Kips Bay Palm Beach, 9269-A Ripples, TishMills, Sargent Photography 
(C) The Winter Show, 9267-A, Ripples, Corey Damen Jenkins, Andrew Frasz (D) Kips Bay Palm Beach, 9017 Haiku, Nikki Levy Interiors, Sargent Photography 

C D

BA
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9668 Marine Blue 
on Cotton Canvas Linen

BUTTERFLY SKY

Scan 
to shop
Spring 2023



        ophisticated surrealism meets modern luxury in our Spring 2023 
collection, Dream. From light and airy to deep and dramatic, 
these designs are meant to ignite the imagination. Just like your 
unconscious desires, these designs take many forms - from amorphous 
to sculptural. With 16 new collections to inspire you, it's easy to turn 
your dreams into a reality. 

S

SPRING 2023
DREAM
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SURREAL

HYPNOTIC HEMP

9681 Blue on Star Dusk Silk

9605 Blue Shimmer

9655

9656

9658

9657

ZEN ZAG WASHI

96589658

96569656

96559655

96579657

SURREAL



9642 Lavish Charcoal with Gold

9610

LUSH LINEN

UNTETHERED

SCRIBBLES

9608

9612

DREAM

SPRING 2023

LUSH LINEN

9652

9654

9653

9654

9652

9642 Lavish Charcoal with Gold
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DREAM

9618

9616

9624

9620

VINYL ECHO

LACQUERED WALLS

SPRING 2023

VINYL ECHO

LACQUERED WALLS

97009700

96969696

96999699

96989698

97029702



97009700

9639

9630

9631

9635

9709

9712

9708

VINYL
SEVILLA WEAVE

VINYL
SILK AND ABACA

VINYL
SHORELINE GRASS

96909689

9687

VINYL
SILK AND ABACA

VINYL
SEVILLA WEAVE

VINYL
SHORELINE GRASS

9710

9694

VINYL
SEVILLA WEAVE

9712

9709

9687

9689

9635

9631

9630
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PJCATEGORIES

NATURALS
The finest materials handcrafted by artisans.

SEAMLESS
The look of a natural, without the paneling.

TEXTILES
SILKS & SATEENS

Luxurious, shimmering textiles including authentic 
Japanese silks.

TEXTILES
LINENS & SUITING

PRINTS
Printed on paper weaves, grasses, linens, silks,         

and durable vinyl.

PG. 54

PG. 62

PG. 66

Linens, woolen tweeds, and suedes add warmth and 
subtle texture to your walls.

PG. 58

PG. 70



COLOR SOURCE

MURALS
Authentic artwork transforms your walls.

SPECIALTY

VINYL

LUXE NATURALS 
& WOODS

PG. 82

The look and feel of a natural in durable Type II           
performance vinyl.

PG. 86

Luxurious artisinal details include embroidery,          
metallic leaf, and unique relief.

PG. 78

The hallmark of this collection are the handwork and 
layering of natural elements.

PG. 74

A curated selection of natural, textured and specialty          
wallcoverings is organized by color.

PG. 90
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Item Shown: Bermuda Hemp 5252 Turquoise
Designer: Angela Bromenschenkel
Photographer: Jeff Herr

Item Shown: Bermuda Hemp 5252 Turquoise
Designer: Angela Bromenschenkel
Photographer: Jeff Herr



Scan to explore more natural collections

NOT ALL GRASSCLOTHS ARE CREATED EQUAL 

Founded more than 40 years ago with just 10 grasscloths 

and a dream, Phillip Jeffries is now considered the ultimate 

source for natural wallcoverings. The finest materials are 

handcrafted by artisans and meticulously laminated at 

our mill in Japan where an unparalleled inspection process 

ensures exceptional quality. Our range of naturals is 

unmatched, with more than 600 hemps, raffias, arrowroots, 

jutes, and a variety of other natural grasses. We have the 

perfect texture in a variety of colors to transform any space. 

 

SHORELINE GRASS

2808

NATURALS

MANILA HEMP

5241

Designer: Bradley Design Group
Photographer: One Point Media Group

Designer: Anne Pulliam Interiors
Photographer: Stacy Zarin Goldberg
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EXTRA FINE
ARROWROOT

3569

SOHO HEMP

5535

Designer: Paris Forino
Photographer: Nils Timms 

Designer: MacGuire - Baker Furniture
Photographer: Diana Parrish



Designer: The Turett Collaborative
Photographer: Dluxcreative

THE PHILLIP JEFFRIES DIFFERENCE

•Best-in-class wallcovering – the finest      
    materials handcrafted by artisans 

•Most design options – more than 600 
    natural wallcoverings 

•Easiest installation – color consistency, 
    expert lamination, and finishing 

•Fastest delivery – in stock and ready to 
    ship 

ABACA MIST

4884

JUICY JUTE
T-B: 9249, 9255, 9254, 9258, 9253, 9250, 9247, 9259, 9251
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Item Shown: Maldives Weaves 3888 Navy Hideaway
Designer: Mark Williams Design Associates
Photographer: Emily Followill



CHEVRON CHIC

3295

Designer: Marguerite Rodgers Interior Design
Photographer: Halkin Mason Photography

Designer: Alan Tanksley Inc
Photographer: Bartek Sherman

DRIFTWOOD

1717

Scan to explore more seamless collections

THE LOOK OF A NATURAL, WITHOUT THE PANELING

The art of paper weaving began centuries ago in Japan and is 

still practiced today. Our more than 400 styles of paper weaves 

are yarn dyed prior to weaving, which means less variance 

in color. Expert lamination at our mill in Japan and a rigorous 

inspection process ensure ease of installation and exceptional 

durability.

SEAMLESS
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METALLIC PAPER
WEAVES

3537

Designer: Hibou Design and Company
Photographer: Drew Hadley Photographs

DIAMOND WEAVE

4449

Designer: Denise Davies
Photographer: Jane Beiles
Designer: Denise Davies
Photographer: Jane Beiles



Designer: Marisa Lafiosca
Photographer: Andrew Fasz Photo

FUJI WEAVE

1291

THE PHILLIP JEFFRIES DIFFERENCE

•Largest selection 

•Widest range of designs 

•No shading or paneling 

•Best color consistency 

•Expert lamination 

•In stock and ready to ship 

•Fastest delivery

T-B: 9599, 9598, 9601
TWILIGHT WEAVE
T-B: 9599, 9598, 9601
TWILIGHT WEAVE
T-B: 9599, 9598, 9601
TWILIGHT WEAVE
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Item Shown: Jack's Jungle 5332 Zephyr
Designer: A Well Dressed Home
Photographer: Costa Christ



ETHEREAL

4019

Designer: Elise Tilelli Interiors
Photographer: Robert Radifera

Designer: Katie Monk House Interiors
Photographer: Stephanie Russo

SPIRITED

8827

Scan to explore more print collections

PRINTS FOR EVERY PURPOSE

From classic to contemporary styles, geometric to 
abstract motifs, and small- to large-scale patterns, 
this versatile collection is printed on paper weaves, 
grasses, linens, silks, and durable vinyl wallcoverings. 
Our PJ Mash Up® program allows you to customize 
one of our existing designs by selecting from a variety 
of colors and grounds.

PRINTS

Designer: Elise Tilelli Interiors
Photographer: Robert Radifera
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ETHEREAL

AGATE

5936

TULU CLOTH

8438

Designer: Alder and Tweed
Photographer: Rochelle Jahdi

Designer: Holly Gagne Interior Design
Photographer: Jared Kuzia



ELLIE'S VIEW

7150

THE PHILLIP JEFFRIES DIFFERENCE

•Hand-painted, stenciled look 

•Graphic patterns 

•Unexpected colors 

•Printed on a variety of natural and 
    textured grounds 

•Custom capabilities

Designer: Willman Interiors
Photographer: Gina Willman

L-R: 9646, 9650, 9649, 9647, 9648, 9645
PRETTY PETALS

COMING MARCH 2023

Designer: Willman Interiors
Photographer: Gina Willman
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Item Shown: Silk and Abaca 3217 Alexander The Grey
Designer: Kim Scodro Interiors
Photographer: Mikey Schwartz



SUNSET SILK

4172

Designer: Lisa Friedman Design 
Photographer: Marco Ricca

Designer: Francis Interiors
Photographer: Edward Caruso

STAR DUSK SILK

3221

Scan to explore more textile collections

A HINT OF GLAMOUR

Our wide selection of luxurious and shimmering textile 
wallcoverings includes authentic Japanese silks and 
sateens that showcase linear strié, nubby detailing, 
or polished shine. This collection of modern classics 
is expertly laminated onto paper backing for ease of 
installation.

 

TEXTILES
SILKS & SATEENS

Designer: Lisa Friedman Design 
Photographer: Marco Ricca
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Designer: Timothy Godbold Ltd 
Photographer: Alec Hemmer

SUEDE LOUNGE

4333

SILK & ABACA

3262

Designer: Kathleen Walsh
Photographer: Stephen Karlisch



THE PHILLIP JEFFRIES DIFFERENCE

•Widest range of styles 

•Expert lamination 

•Stain repellency 

•Anti-fray treatment 

•Many styles in stock and ready to ship 

•Fastest delivery 

L-R: 4029, 4031, 4032, 4033, 4034
SILKY STRINGS

BROAD STROKES

1122

Designer: Laura U Design Collective
Photographer: Par Bengtsson
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Item Shown: Savile Suiting 4474 White on Navy
Designer: Shelby Wagner Design
Photographer: Nathan Schroder



SEASIDE LINEN

5556

Designer: JamesThomas Interiors
Photographer: Richard Powers

Designer: Kemble Interiors Inc 
Photographer: Carmel Brantle

HORSEHAIR

3257

Scan to explore more textile collections

WARMTH & SUBTLE TEXTURE

From linens to woolen tweeds and suedes, we have 
the widest array of styles to choose from, most of them 
in stock and ready to ship. Our textile wallcoverings are 
meticulously laminated and treated with anti-fray and 
stain repellent finishes to ensure ease of installation 
and exceptional durability.

 

TEXTILES
LINENS & SUITING
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Designer: Mackenzie Paige Interiors
Photographer: Shannon Skloss

DAKOTA LINEN

6618

NEWPORT
THREADS

2578

Designer: Francis Interiors
Photographer: Edward Caruso



Designer: Amanda Lodge Design
Photographer: Analicia Herrmann

SUIT YOURSELF

6112

THE PHILLIP JEFFRIES DIFFERENCE

•Widest range of styles 

•Expert lamination 

•Stain repellency 

•Anti-fray treatment 

•Many styles in stock and ready to ship 

•Fastest delivery 

L-R: 9610, 9608, 9612
LUSH LINEN
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Item Shown: Palazzo 5463 Mahogany Way
Designer: Alexandra Killion
Photographer: Par Bengtsson



MAKE WAVES

8867

Designer: Straightline Design
Photographer: Jill Ockhardt

CAPE TOWN

6752

Designer: Gray Space Interior Design
Photographer: Brian Wetzel

Scan to explore more luxe natural & wood collections

DISTINCTIVE DIMENSIONAL DESIGNS 

Discover the elegance of artistically handcrafted natural 
wallcovering. The hallmarks of this collection are the 
handwork and layering of natural elements such as 
authentic grasses and woods, hemps, paper, and 
water hyacinth. From bold and striking to soft and 
subtle, experience fine artisanship, luxurious style, 
and natural beauty for your walls.  

 

LUXE NATURALS

& WOODS
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SCULPTED WOOD

2815

Designer: Studio Lane
Photographer: Brian Wetzel

CONCRETE WASHI

1925

Designer:  Barbara Barry for Baker
Photographer: Alexander Vannoy



Designer: Emily Mangus
Photographer: Jay Kilby

ARROWROOT
INLAY
8158

THE PHILLIP JEFFRIES DIFFERENCE

•Most-trusted wallcovering resource for 
    designers and installers

•Finest quality natural materials

•Handcrafted by artisans

•Largest selection of award-winning         
    designs

•Widest range of colors, textures, 
    and patterns 

•More than 1 million yards in stock

•World class, professional, fun, 
    and friendly service

 T-B: 8623, 8624, 8622
THE GROVETHE GROVETHE GROVE
T-B: 8623, 8624, 8622T-B: 8623, 8624, 8622
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Item Shown: Metallic Ombré 3156 Pewter 
Designer: Francis Interiors
Photographer: Edward Caruso



Designer: Far Studio
Photographer: Brian Wetzel

ADORN

9290

VENETIAN PLASTER

4071

Scan to explore more specialty collections

WORKS OF ART FOR YOUR WALLS

Handcrafted with the finest authentic materials, 
these sophisticated specialty wallcoverings include 
luxurious artisanal details such as embroidery, 
metallic leaf, and unique relief. With care and an 
eye for detail, special tools, coatings, and texturing 
techniques are meticulously applied. These elevated 
designs are offered in a curated range of colorways.

SPECIALTY
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RIVETS®

5720

ENLIGHTENMENT

6176

Designer: Dana Mckenna Designs
Photographer: Gordon Gregory

Designer: Anne Hepfer Designs 
Photographer: Virginia MacDonald



PARASOL STITCH

7997

THE PHILLIP JEFFRIES DIFFERENCE

•Handcrafted by artisans

•One-of-a-kind textures

•Special finishes

T-B: 9652, 9653, 9654
SCRIBBLES

Designer: Studio Lane 
Photographer: Brian Wetzel
Designer: Studio Lane 
Photographer: Brian Wetzel
Designer: Studio Lane 
Photographer: Brian Wetzel
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Item Shown: Offset 9131 Blue Wash
Designer: Eclectic Home NOLA
Photographer: Daymon Gardner

Item Shown: Offset 9131 Blue Wash
Designer: Eclectic Home NOLA
Photographer: Daymon Gardner



FADE

7226

Designer: Widell and Boschetti 
Photographer: Brian Wetzel

BLOSSOM

6400

Scan to explore more mural collections

ARTISTRY MEETS INNOVATION

Authentic artwork transformed into large, immersive 
mural wallcoverings. Our luxurious and award-winning 
murals can be printed on paper, grasscloth, silk, linen, 
authentic metallic leaf, and durable vinyl. We offer 
the most impressive range of colors, designs, textures, 
and customization options with the shortest lead times.

MURALS

Designer: Laura Brophy Interiors
Photographer: Hugo Landa Photography
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CLOUDS

7060

ARBORETUM

5578

Designer: Bee Studios
Photographer: Native House Photography

Designer: Cindy Sontag of Cindy Sontag Designs
Photographer: Beckley Photography LLC



Designer: Guylaine Boilard
Photographer: Jessica laForet

COLLAGE

5040

THE PHILLIP JEFFRIES DIFFERENCE

•Widest range of colors and hues 

•Printed on a variety of grounds 

•Custom capabilities through PJ Mash Up®  
     and Pure Imagination® 

•No measurements or elevations needed 

•Short lead time 

T-B: 8900, 8896, 8901, 8899
WATERFALL
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Item Shown: Vinyl Reconstructed 7533 Brushmark Beige 
Designer: Abby Leigh Designs
Photographer: Kirsten Francis



VINYL METALLIC
MONTAGE

9089

Designer: LMOH Home 
Photographer: Joshua Caldwell

VINYL SAVILE
SUITING
2149

Designer: Alder and Tweed

Scan to explore more vinyl collections

Merging luxury design with durability and affordability, 
our Type II performance vinyl wallcovering is developed 
to have the look and feel of a handcrafted, natural 
wallcovering. From bathrooms and ballrooms to kitchens 
and corridors, our performance vinyl wallcoverings are 
engineered for high traffic and damp areas. Perfect for 
residential and commercial use, we are the ultimate 
resource with a wide selection of luxury vinyl.

VINYL
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VINYL SNAKESKIN

8076

Designer: Batya Fuerst
Photographer: Brian Wetzel

VINYL ENCHANTED
WOODS
7250

Designer: Rachel Reider
Photographer: Rarebrick Photography



Designer: Ashley Martin Home
Photographer: Native House Photography

VINYL GATEWAY

7993

THE PHILLIP JEFFRIES DIFFERENCE

•Type II contract grade vinyl

•Highly durable and washable

•Custom design capabilities

•Contract grade backing

•Class A fire rating

•Anti-microbial

•Low VOC

•Competitive pricing

L-R: 9630, 9631, 9635, 9639
VINYL SILK AND ABACA
L-R: 9630, 9631, 9635, 9639
VINYL SILK AND ABACA

Designer: Ashley Martin Home
Photographer: Native House Photography
Designer: Ashley Martin Home
Photographer: Native House Photography
Designer: Ashley Martin Home
Photographer: Native House Photography
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PJ COLOR SPLASH™ 
COMING MARCH 2023
PJ COLOR SPLASH™ 
COMING MARCH 2023
NEW SHADES FOR EVERY INTERIOR IMAGINABLENEW SHADES FOR EVERY INTERIOR IMAGINABLE



COLOR
SOURCE

A curated selection of natural, textured, and 

specialty wallcoverings is organized by color. 

Explore the ultimate color source for designers. 

More than 400 items from our collection are 

included, many of them in stock and ready 

to ship.

AN ARRAY OF COLORS 
AND TEXTURES AT 
YOUR FINGERTIPS

Scan to explore
more colors

THE PHILLIP JEFFRIES DIFFERENCE

•Most-trusted wallcovering resource
    for designers and installers

•Finest quality grasses, weaves, and papers

•Largest selection of award-winning designs

•Widest range of colors, textures, 
    and patterns

•More than 1 million yards in stock

•World class, professional, fun, and friendly             
    service
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BEFORE
& AFTER

BEFORE

@alderandtweed | alderandtweed.com

Starting with a blank slate in both projects, Heather drew 
inspiration from nature and made a plan to layer soft 
textures in a chic neutral palette. The master bedroom 
(above) in a 1950s rambler-style home was completely 
remodeled to incorporate a walk-in closet and ensuite 
bath. “It was just white walls – a pretty generic room,” 
she said. And for the new office (above right), Heather 
wanted an atypical office vibe with custom furniture, 
gorgeous art, and some color. “We wanted to show 
our work and inspire our clients with simple-yet-inspiring 
design.”

"PHILLIP JEFFRIES HAS SUCH 
BEAUTIFUL WALLCOVERINGS 
IT WAS EASY TO FIND 
SOMETHING ELEVATED WITH 
AN ORGANIC FEELING."

BEFORE

All Photography by Alder & Tweed

       ince founding Alder & Tweed Design Co. more than a decade ago, siblings Reed and Heather Humphrey have built an 

esteemed interior design firm that specializes in creating curated luxury and “home away from home” experiences for the residential 

and hospitality markets. With a new office space in Park City, Utah, it was the perfect opportunity to showcase their elevated, 

organic style by transforming one of their conference rooms into an inspiring space for client presentations. 

At the same time, a client’s whole home renovation was underway in Salt Lake City. 

Inspired by the breathtaking mountians of the area, Heather Humphrey featured 

a Phillip Jeffries wallcovering with warm neutrals and rich textures in both of these 

very different spaces.

S



To create a serene escape in the bedroom, 
Heather choose the beautiful and scenic mural, 
Daybreak. This layered ombré mountainscape 
wallcovering features painterly brushstrokes and 
dimensional texture. “It’s almost like art on the walls 
without having to put art on the walls,” says Heather. 
“It’s very serene and gives a nod to the surroundings 
and nature.”

Meanwhile, at the Alder & Tweed Design Co. office, 
Heather was looking to add color when she selected 
Timber Trails, an oak wood veneer wallcovering with 
a vertical plank pattern. “That wood veneer has a lot 
of color coming through it without being too bold. 
We wanted the art to play off of it.”

These two projects now have walls that wow!

DAYBREAK

9533

TIMBER TRAILS

9432

A
FTE

R
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LAST
IMPRESSION

Known as the golden corridor of Dallas, Preston Hollow is a prestigious neighborhood 

with plenty of trees, creeks, and, well, hollows. Here, interior designer Emory Mckim 

envisioned this new-build home as a contemporary oasis for her clients. The expansive 

master bedroom with 16-foot ceilings, white walls, and steel windows was the perfect 

place to layer texture and color. Emory selected Waterfall, a cascading tropical mural 

printed on Star Dust Silk. “We rolled it out and the grey felt almost like a steel blue,” she 

said. “It felt tranquil, but contemporary and clean. It’s a very cool color.” For a seamless 

look, the valance boxes are also covered. “The homeowners absolutely love it!”

WATERFALL

8899

EMORY 
MCKIM

“ THE WATERFALL PATTERN 
MADE THE ROOM FEEL SO 
TRANQUIL.”

Photography by Michael Hunter

@emorymckimdesign | emorymckimdesign.com



VINYL SILK AND ABACA
L-R: 9630, 9631, 9635, 9639

VINYL SILK AND ABACA
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